PRESS RELEASE
Sunhillo Corporation Announces Longport Platform Technical Update
Sunhillo Longport has completed a technical update maintaining form, fit, and function

West Berlin, NJ, July 17, 2019 – Sunhillo Corporation is pleased to announce for 2019, a
technical update that has been performed on the Longport product line to upgrade the system
capabilities and address product longevity. The Longport system update is a form, fit, and
function direct replacement for the current Longport with multiple upgrades; some of the
technology highlights now include, a hardware encryption capability, a faster 800 MHz dual core
processor, increased cooling and a lighter aluminum chassis.
The updated Longport components are fully backward compatible with the previous Longport
allowing Processor Control Modules, Ethernet Switch Modules, and Power Supply Module cards
to be interchanged between the two generations of systems.
Dave Whitman, President/CEO of Sunhillo stated, “We are very excited for this next iteration of
the company’s flagship product, the Longport. Longport’s to date have been deployed to over
256 FAA facilities for the STARS program and throughout the world providing mission-critical
surveillance data distribution and conversion. This latest technical upgrade has substantial
enhancements and ensures that the Longport will be sustained and reliable for the foreseeable
future.”
For more information about the Longport product line, please visit www.Sunhillo.com or contact
sales@sunhillo.com.
About Sunhillo Corporation
Sunhillo is a global leader in surveillance and flight data distribution and conversion systems.
Sunhillo is an ISO 9001:2015 certified small business that handles all lifecycle aspects of
surveillance data distribution systems for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), US Military,
civil aviation authorities, and national defense organizations across the globe. Solutions
include: surveillance data distribution and conversion, surveillance monitoring and display, ADSB, TDM to IP, UAS ATC Integration / BVLOS.
For additional information on Sunhillo, please visit www.sunhillo.com.
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